Early Reading at Myton Park Primary School

We have chosen to adopt Read Write Inc. as a whole-school literacy programme designed and developed by Ruth
Miskin, one of the country’s leading authorities on teaching children to read. The programme aims to create fluent
readers, willing writers and confident speakers.
We have opted to follow this programme to retain our strong phonic teaching, whilst we further develop the
children’s fluency in reading and writing.
Children are expected to read at a pace of more than 90 words per minute by the end of year 2 and we are
confident this approach will help the vast majority achieve this.
Click on the link below to listen to this speed of reading. Make sure you set the metronome to 90 BPM in the right
hand corner.
https://www.flutetunes.com/metronome/

Children are constantly checked, assessed and monitored to make sure they are progressing well in their phonics
and reading to ensure that they are making good progress. If we have concerns theta they are struggling then
they will be assigned smaller groups for additional support. We may also check them for “visual stress.” A condition

that can make reading uncomfortable. For some children words may move on a page, or the white page appears too
bright and can cause sore eyes and headaches.

Five key principles underpin the teaching in all Read Write Inc. sessions:
1) Participation – As they are in small groups, children
participate fully in every session. They are able to maintain
high levels of concentration and they do not miss key elements
of the teaching.
2) Praise - Children work together as partners. They take
turns to teach and praise each other. They are motivated by
praise from their teachers and teaching assistants.
3) Pace - Sessions never drag. The lively pace keeps every
child fully engaged and on task.
4) Purpose - Every instructor has been trained in Read Write
Inc. methods. They know the purpose of each activity, and how
it leads into the next.
5) Passion - Instructors, too, become passionate about their
teaching as they see the children enjoying the progress they
are making

At Myton Park we have invested significantly in the training of teachers and teaching assistants to carry out the
programme effectively in groups of children. These groups are organised according to their specific needs, and the
specific sounds and letters are taught in fun and engaging ways.
Each session lasts about an hour and includes a variety of activities delivered with pace and rigour. Children have
the opportunity to learn sounds which are reinforced during the session with reading and writing activities –
learning is put into practise.
As children progress through the levels, they are regularly assessed to ensure they are placed in groups most
appropriate for them. If a child is found to be struggling, 1 to 1 sessions are arranged for him/her to catch up
with the group. Children may also be ‘fast-tracked’ to a more able group when their progress warrants this.
We are delighted to report Read Write Inc. is already making an impact with many children achieving well.

The sounds the children learn are split into sets of speed sounds

Below are some hints and tips. Take the time to watch the videos, as they offer
invaluable support and advice.
There are also some ideas on resources you could purchase for use at home, should you wish to.
The children first learn to recognise the sounds, to say them correctly and to hear them in spoken words.

How to say each sound.
The link below advises you how to say each letter sound.
http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/resources/sound-pronunciation-guide/

How to join the sounds together – this is called blending.
The children learn how to “Fred Talk” with the sounds; this helps them to hear the individual sounds in the words.
Fred is a little green frog – any toy or picture of a frog will help.
You could print off the frog here and stick him to a lollipop stick.

http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/resources/parent-tutorial-preparing-teach-reading-fred-games/

The children learn how to blend the sounds – which means they learn how to join the sounds together.
http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/resources/parent-tutorial-teaching-sound-blending/

The children learn “bouncy” sounds and “stretchy” sounds.

When we teach a sound with Read Write Inc. Phonics, we either 'bounce' or 'stretch' them when we say
them out loud.
http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/resources/information-parents-reading-bouncy-sounds-your-child/

http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/resources/information-parents-reading-stretchy-sounds-your-child/

Click on the link below to see tips for on a variety of aspects:
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/home/reading-site/expert-help/ruth-miskins-video-page?region=uk
You can also access additional
resources to help at home.
These can be easily found by
putting n Read Write Inc into
search engines of popular
online stores or by going to the
Ruth Miskin Website.

If you have any further
questions, do not hesitate to be
in touch with your child’s class
teacher.

